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New High Performance Wireless Earbuds to Take on the Market Leader
Published on 08/14/19
AirEarbud introduces its first earbuds WAVE S1 on their e-store to take on the market
leader, Apple's Airpods. AirEarbud aims at designing products that are clean, friendly,
and above all, simple to use - a set of principles that Apple also adopts to separate its
products from the rest. WAVE S1 invites users to discover a freedom of expression in
sound, style and movement with innovations like HIFI Superior sound and intuitive touch
control.
Hong Kong - AirEarbud introduces its first earbuds WAVE S1 on their e-store to take on the
market leader, Apple's AirPods. AirEarbud aims at designing products that are clean,
friendly, and above all, simple to use - a set of principles that Apple also adopt to
separate its products from the rest.
Wireless earphones have revolutionized the way we enjoy listening to content while on the
move. Gone are the days when we needed to clutch an unruly tangle of cables from our
pocket, only to spend half the train ride trying to unravel them in order to listen to our
favorite podcast.
For the wireless generation, bluetooth earphones are the ultimate, daily accessory but
finding that perfect pair can be tricky. This week's release of an all new
ultra-lightweight, high performance earphone could change all that. The WAVE S1 is the
first wireless earbud to launch to market from AirEarBud and its high-tech features rival
the market leader Airpods.
WAVE S1 invites users to discover a freedom of expression in sound, style and movement
with innovations like HIFI Superior sound and intuitive touch control. Each WAVE S1
wireless earbud weighs just 4g and is created with the natural contours of the human body
and lifestyle in mind, using an anti-drop out and IPX6 Waterproof design.
The AirEarBud brand is backed by CAZE, manufacturer of the world's thinnest cases and
bumpers for iPhone and their aim is to break away from the wired era to service a totally
wireless generation.
The WAVE S1 is a triumph of modern, wireless technology. The intuitive touch interface
allows users to start/stop and change tracks, take calls, activate voice commands and more
with just a tap on the earpiece.
"At AirEarbud our aim is to create a world where people can communicate with each other
and enjoy content without restriction," says AirEarBud founder Martin, "We envision a
world where music lovers can enjoy listening to the best quality music, where your
favorite films and TV series are enhanced by great quality audio and where friends and
business associates can communicate seamlessly regardless of their geographical location."
The WAVE S1 wireless earbuds are ready to move when you are. Simply put them into your
ears and let the Bluetooth 5.0 instant iOS pairing take over and intelligently switch from
calls to content as and when required. WAVE S1 pairs equally well with Android devices
with up to 4 hours of talk and play time.
The AirEarBud WAVE S1 earbuds come equipped with a powerful and stylish charging case for
32 hours of extra battery life, a micro-USB cable and user guide and have a 30-Day
Money-Back Guarantee and 12-month warranty.
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CAZE:
https://cazestyle.com
Bluetooth 5.0 TWS Wireless Earphones For iPhone:
https://www.airearbud.com/
WAVE S1 True Wireless Earbuds For iPhone:
https://airearbud.com/products/wave-s1-wireless-earbuds
WAVE S1 Product Image:
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0067/7121/2391/products/wave_s1_web_wireless_earbuds_1.j
pg?v=1564824055

Since its inception in 2009, CAZE has striven to be a trendsetter in the iPhone accessory
market. While having the consumer's best interests at heart, the company focuses to
provide high-quality products at the lowest price ever known in the industry. All Material
and Software (C) Copyright 2019 CAZE. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone,
iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective
owners.
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